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Disclaimer

Nedbank Group has acted in good faith and has made every reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the 

information contained in this document, including all information that may be defined as 'forward-looking statements' within the

meaning of United States securities legislation.

Forward-looking statements may be identified by words such as 'believe', 'anticipate', 'expect', 'plan', 'estimate', 'intend', 'project', 

'target', 'predict' and 'hope'.

Forward-looking statements are not statements of fact, but statements by the management of Nedbank Group based on its current 

estimates, projections, expectations, beliefs and assumptions regarding the group's future performance.  

No assurance can be given that forward-looking statements will prove to be correct and undue reliance should not be placed on 

such statements.

The risks and uncertainties inherent in the forward-looking statements contained in this document include, but are not limited to: 

changes to IFRS and the interpretations, applications and practices subject thereto as they apply to past, present and future

periods; domestic and international business and market conditions such as exchange rate and interest rate movements; changes

in the domestic and international regulatory and legislative environments; changes to domestic and international operational, social, 

economic and political risks; and the effects of both current and future litigation.

Nedbank Group does not undertake to update any forward-looking statements contained in this document and does not assume 

responsibility for any loss or damage whatsoever and howsoever arising as a result of the reliance by any party thereon, including, 

but not limited to, loss of earnings, profits, or consequential loss or damage.



Retail and Business Banking - Introducing the leadership team
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Name and position Experience and qualificationExperience and qualification Name and position

Sarel Rudd (55)

Managing Executive:  

Nedbank Personal Loans

 8 years service

 25 years banking experience 

 BCom (Acc), BCompt (Hons), 

CA (SA)

Keith Hutchinson (52)

Managing Executive:  

Secured Lending

 20 years service

 26 years banking experience 

 BCom, BCompt (Hons), IEP 

(Insead), ABS (Harvard)

Ciko Thomas (41)

Managing Executive:  

Consumer Banking

 1 years of service

 3 years banking experience 

 B.Sc (UCT), MBA (University of 

Witwatersrand)

Brian Duguid (49)

Managing Executive:  Retail 

Banking Services

 29 years service

 29 years banking experience 

 CAIB (SA), FIBSA, AMP (Insead)

Anton de Wet (44)

Managing Executive:  

Personal Banking and Client 

Value Management

 12 years service

 25 years banking experience 

 BCom, MBA, AMP (Insead 

Business School)

Sydney Gericke (52)

Managing Executive:  

Nedbank Card

 21 years service

 24 years banking experience 

 BCom (Acc), BCom (Hons), MCom, 

CPA, SEP (Insead Business 

School)

Sibongiseni Ngundze (41)

Managing Executive:  

Retail Relationship Banking

 7 years service

 21 years banking experience 

 BCom, SMDP, Credit Diploma, 

Global Executive Dev Prog 

(GIBS)

Gavin Payne (48)

Executive Head: Risk

 26 years service

 26 years banking experience 

 CAIB (SA), Global EDP (GIBS), 

Strategic Mgmt in Banking 

(Insead)

Heinz Weilert (47)

Executive Head: Innovation & 

Synergy Projects for Retail 

and Business Banking

 9 years service, thereof 3 years as 

COO DBSA 

 9 years banking experience

 BCom, Bcom Hons, CA (SA), 

MCom, FIISA

Ingrid Johnson (44)

Group Managing Executive: 

Retail and Business Banking

 17 years service

 17 years banking experience 

 BCom, BAcc, CA(SA), AMP 

(Harvard Business School)

Sandile Shabalala  (44)

Managing Executive: 

Business Banking 

 16years service / 21 years banking 

experience

 BAdmin, National Higher Diploma: 

Management Practise, CAIB (SA), 

MBL, Strategic Management in 

Banking (Insead)

Millicent Lechaba (43)

Executive Head:  Human 

Resources

 5 years service 

 5 years banking experience 

 BA Hons (U Durban), MDP (U 

Pretoria), SAP HR Certificate, EDP 

(GIBS)  

Ashley Sutton-Pryce (57)

Executive Head:  

Human Resources & 

communications, Nedbank 

Retail & Business Banking

 37 years service

 37 years banking experience 

 BA, Business Strategy for HR 

Leaders (Insead Business 

School)

David Crewe-Brown (42)

Executive Head:  Finance, 

Projects and Strategy

 15 years service

 15 years banking experience 

 CAIB (SA), BCom, BAcc, CA (SA)
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Intended strategic repositioning shared in August 2010 – insights, strategic 
rationale and implementation progress shared today as context ahead of 
results announcement

▪ Leverage small business, business banking and corporate client 
relationships

▪ Product monolines – aligned with building deep client relationships

▪ People and Nedbank Group culture

Harness 

strengths

▪ Understand diverse client needs to define a range of relevant 
banking experiences

▪ Investing in youth and entry-level market – distinctive low cost 
offering

▪ Differentiated Small Business Services offering

▪ One high net worth offering through Nedbank Wealth

Primary clients

▪ Align risk appetite metrics with desired earnings and return profile

▪ World-class risk management practices

▪ Using scarce resources judiciously to generate shareholder value

Manage for value

“Delivering a choice of distinctive client-centred banking experiences that build many 

deep, enduring relationships with Nedbank”

Nedbank Retail has made progress

SOURCE: Nedbank 2010 interims

RECAP
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Nedbank has embarked on a strategic journey to sustainably turn around 
the retail business 

1 7S includes: Structure, Style, System, Shared Values, Staff, Skills, Strategy

SOURCE: Team

Market insights

Customer insights

Nedbank Retail strengths 

and weaknesses

Target 

organisation

 Needs and 

preferences by 

segment (for deep 

bkg. relationship)

 Segment journey 

and moments of 

truth

 Key success 

factors for 

acquisition, cross-

sell, retention

 Client segments

 Economic profit pools

 Lifecycle value

 Macro levers for growth (client 

acquisition, SoW, by segment, 

main vs. second bank…)

 Strengths, weaknesses vs. 

competition on client key 

success factors

 Other banks strategic 

thrusts

 Align retail 

business model 

on an holistic 

basis using 7S1

principles

 Align roles, 

accountabilities 

and decision 

rights

 Set realistic 

timelines

 Identify key building 

blocks and 

sequencing

 Manage execution 

risk

 Monitoring 

delivery 

 Balanced 

scorecards

 Test strategic 

impact 

Defining Nedbank's Retail strategy

 Identify value skews and white 

spaces

 Define source of distinctiveness and 

customer value props per target 

segment

 Inspiration from other B2C industries

 Brainstorm/ creative ideas

Market forces and trends

 Large unbanked segment 

with financial needs

 Rise of a middle class

 Market maturing

 Basel III

 Entrepreneurs

 Technology

Implementation 

roadmap

Long term 

goals and short 

term milestones

Started by Retail team in October 2009 

Initial strategy strawman shared with 

Board 

in July 2010 and Investors in August

Detailed strategic initiatives included in 

2011-2013 plan and approved by Board 

in October 2010
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Discussion topics

5

▪ Where have we come from

▪ Trends in retail banking

▪ Charting a new path to sustainable, 
profitable  growth

▪ Implementation progress

▪ Key focus areas for 2011

▪ Summary



2005-20091988-1993 1994-1998 2001-20041999-2000

SOURCE: Team

 Creation of monolines to 

address “broken” retail 

franchise 

 Nedbank becomes a bank 

for all under one brand

 Focus on increasing market 

share to address losses -

2006 Retail Market shares:

– Card: 13%

– HL: 17%

– ABF: 8%

 Focus on increasing total 

and primary clients after 

almost no change since 

2004. Big Mzansi focus. 

Total clients 4.8m, primary 

clients 1.3m by end 2009

 Significant investment in 

distribution to replace aging 

ATMs and expand footprint 

 Acquisition of Imperial Bank 

minorities benefitting capital, 

liquidity and ABF market 

share

 Homeloan impairment 

challenges

 Corporate and Business 

Banking activities 

removed from branches

 Merger of Nedbank, 

Perm and Nedfin -

operated separately

 Combined Nedbank  / 

Perm Home Loans with 

strong market share

 Perm makes aggressive 

move into township 

markets

 Perm offers desktop 

banking services in 

Estate Agents branches 

 Strong urban ATM 

footprint

 Nedbank positions itself as 

a bank for wealthier clients 

and businesses, with strong 

urban focus

 Peoples Bank separated 

from Retail  

 All but ~50 Perm branches 

closed and repositioned as 

Permanent Bank

 Nedbank “forcibly” moves 

perceived lower value 

clients into Peoples Bank

 Multi-brand strategy 

duplicates infrastructure / 

weakens Nedbank brand

 2m clients dislocated & 

700k client accounts closed

 Nedbank branches  

rationalized

 Nedfin incorporated into 

Nedbank Commercial

 Nedbank introduces 

Nedcredit to avoid using 

dealers and go directly to 

clients

 Pursues  other acquisitions 

without specific Retail strategy 

as underpin

 Forms alliances with PnP, 

Imperial Bank, Capital One & 

JD Group

 Permanent Bank integrated 

with Nedbank

 NBS/PEP/Cashbank 

integrated into Peoples Bank 

Ltd

 Branch sales and ops moved 

into one structure

 Nedbank withdraws from 

serving Mortgage Originators

 2003 Retail Market shares:

– Card: 20%

– HL: 20%

– ABF: 8%

 Total of 3m Nedbank clients 

and 700k primary clients

 Sweating of technology 

platforms/ATMs continues

 Moved small business clients 

to contact centre delivery

 Nedbank fails in bid for 

Standard Bank 

 Nedbank continues multi-

brand strategy (Cape of 

Good Hope, Permament 

Bank, Nedbank, Syfrets, 

Peoples Bank)

 Nedbank duplicates 

infrastructure and weakens 

brand

 Branch back office 

operations outsourced to 

T&O

 Project Synergy 

psychometrically profiles 

Retail staff to become part 

of either branch sales or 

operations

 Focus on 

commercialization of T&O 

leads to underinvestment 

in core Retail systems

 Investment in credit 

automation, client centric 

scoring models developed 

& then abandoned

In Nedbank‟s eventful history, we did not invest in building our client 
franchise for the long term, with a consistent cohesive strategy in keeping 
with market demographic trends

Creation of retail 
division

Re-organizes
to stem product 
market share 
losses

Positions for 
the wealthy

Acquisitions 
distract from 
core business

Rise of the back 
office
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The largest EP pool opportunity resides in the upper

mass and middle segment…

SOURCE: AMPS; Oliver Wyman; research; UBS analyst report; team

100% =

Share of EP 

pool in each 

segment, 2009

.

Share of banked 

population in each 

segment, 2010

19.3 mln 

customers

1. Youth EP pool share estimated based on high-level revenues

Entry 

level 

banking

Upper 

Mass, 

Middle

Affluent

Youth

(15-28 

years old)

This is evidenced by Nedbank's relative low share of mass market clients and 
consequential lower participation in this attractive economic profit pool …

Distribution of population and wealth across segments

%

4.8

2.3

2.6

3.6

0.91.21.1Mzansi

Mass

Middle

to upper

8.5

4.0

4.9

1.1

FNB

7.0

0.5

4.2

Absa

10.8

4.9

…which, according to analysts, Nedbank has failed to address 

in the past compared to competition

Client base by income segment (as of December 2009)

Million customers

Mass segment represents only 

~22% of customer base, compared 

to average ~45-50% of competitors

45 60 22 47

Share of 

Mass 

clients, %

7

ROUGH ESTIMATES



Banking 

experience

Infrastructure Proudly South 

African

Community Green

… while also being well behind other banks in client experience, 
the most important factor in customers‟ choice of bank

SOURCE: Team; Millward Brown Brand Dynamics™ Survey 2009/2010

Less important

in bank choice

NEDBANK

Other 3

8

More important

in bank choice

“Banking experience” has 60% importance in customers‟ choice of bank; includes factors like  “a bank that  …

▪ … has a deep understanding of me and my banking needs”

▪ … really cares about me”

▪ … I aspire to bank with”

▪ … supports me in financial decisions”

▪ … listens to me”

▪ … delivers what they promise”



Source: Millward Brown Brand Dynamics™ Surveys 2009 / 2010

Progress has been made in improving Nedbank's retail brand positioning 
as a bank for all, although bonding remains a challenge and has declined 
in affluent, our historic strength

9

Other big 3 – Average

Bonding

Advantage

Performance

Relevance

Presence

Jan – June 2006 Jan – June 2010 Jan – June 2006 Jan – June 2010

59

10

43

60

80

76

14

65

77

95

84

31

72

86

97

80

29

73

82

98



Nedbank has maintained good market positioning in retail deposits, 
relative to its smaller footprint while, transactional position continues 
to lag the peer group

1  Including Personal Loans kiosks: 315

SOURCE: Nedbank data and estimates; Oliver Wymann; BA900 (Sept. 2010); 

VisaMastercard (Sept. 2010); Annual Reports (Jun. 2010)
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5 year change

# 1 # 2 # 3 # 4

Relative position

P
ro

d
u

c
ts

Branches

C
h

a
n

n
e

ls ATMs

Internet

Mobile

706 566 663 478

8 597 5 557 4 978 2 047

1.2m1.3m 0.9m 0.4m

2.5m 1.6m 0.2m0.2m

Home loans

Motor Finance

Personal loans

Transactional/ 
primary clients

Retail deposits

Card (acquiring)

Card (issuing)

31.1% 30.1% 18.7% 17.0%

35.8% 31.6% 22.3% 10.0%

33.8% 18.0% 14.1% 11.6%

7.2m 5.1m 4.7m 1.1m

27.9% 22.9% 21.0% 19.8%

n/a
22% credit, 
16% debit

n/an/a

n/a n/a n/a
22% credit, 
9% debit

Card (issuing 
receivables)

32.0% 27.3% 18.4% 14.1%

Alternate outlets 221 91 424551

1 378

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

9.8%

n/a

1.3%

n/a

n/a

n/a

422

Newer market player
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Discussion topics
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▪ Where have we come from

▪ Trends in retail banking

▪ Charting a new path to sustainable, 
profitable  growth

▪ Implementation progress

▪ Key focus areas for 2011

▪ Summary
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Two strategic imperatives stem from the deep understanding 
of external trends and from Nedbank's internal context

SOURCE: Team

Internal contextExternal context

 Growing banked population 

(+4.9m by 2020)

 Changing demographics (large 

youth and entry level market; 

growing middle market 

consumers and seniors) 

 Growing small business 

segment employing ~45% 

of the workforce

 Increasing consumer preference 

for choice of channels, self-

servicing and low cost banking

 Tightening regulation and pricing 

pressures 

 Technological and process 

innovation for simplicity and 

ease of banking

 Increased competition

▪ Strongly product-focused with 

high and increasing use of capital 

and liquidity

▪ Expanded to all clients, 

emphasising Mzansi

▪ Behind competitors in client 

experience and infrastructure

▪ Weak client propositions (reduced 

bonding in affluent, lower share of 

primary clients)

▪ Inadequate risk management in 

secured lending

▪ Cumulative Economic Losses of 

R1.6bn over four years to 

December 2009

Two imperatives

Build many deep, enduring

client relationships 

Invest in attractive segments 

(youth, entry-level and 

small business)

Retail is an attractive, large, 

growing but increasingly 

competitive segment…

… Nedbank can build on 

product, people and wholesale 

strengths



Entry level 

Growing SA banked 

population driven by  youth 

& entry level

TotalYouth
banking

MiddleAffluent

2010

2020

SA Banked Population (Millions of individuals)

19.3

24.2

6.8

8.8

0.6

0.9

5.5

6.1

6.4

8.4

S
o

u
rc

e
: S

A
A

R
F

Per capita income growth (SA) %

S
o

u
rc

e
: B

O
E

 P
riv

a
te
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lie

n
ts

,

J
P

 L
a

n
d

m
a

n

19 years 16 years 12 years

SA income per capita to 

increase further

Demographics shifting

S
o

u
rc

e
: S

A
A

R
F

2000

1994
% population in LSM groups over time

2008

Favourable trends in the future with high growth in middle-income, 
entry-level banking and youth segments
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Consumers' high indebtedness remains a concern for consumption
and credit growth

SOURCE: Economics Department

SA Manufacturing production
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Demand for talent greater than talent pool growth 

Increasing voice of client

Internet penetration and Broadband capacity

0

5

10

15

20

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13
Source: World Wide Worx, 2010

Africa Broadband 

capacity Terra bps 

(f rom new cables) 

RHS

SA Mobile 

Subscribers (m) 

LHS

Mobile uptake
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2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Source: ITU

SA Mobile Banking 

clients (m) RHS

Mobile opportunities for 

Generation X, 

youth, under & unbanked 

High growth from 

bandwidth, electronic,     

internet, mobile & 

technology developments 

High growth in internet and mobile phone usage; talent growth 
lags talent demand
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▪ Where have we come from

▪ Trends in retail banking

▪ Charting a new path to sustainable, 
profitable  growth

▪ Strategic intent

▪ Target organisation

▪ Strategic initiatives

▪ Implementation roadmap

▪ Implementation progress

▪ Key focus areas for 2011

▪ Summary



Nedbank Retail will build banking relationships with all in South Africa, 
leveraging distinctive strengths, underpinned by world class risk management

SOURCE: Team

Delivering a choice of distinctive 

client-centred banking 

experiences that build many 

deep, enduring relationships 

with Nedbank

Delivering growth and 

sustainable shareholder returns 

through effective allocation 

of scarce resources

STRATEGIC INTENT

17
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Delivering "households" a choice of positive client centred banking 
experiences1 will be at the heart of what Nedbank Retail will stand for, 
underpinned by world-class risk management

SOURCE: Teams

1 Based on CVP, affordability and complexity of needs.  No forced model – left to the choice of customer

2 Enabled by relevant systems and processes

3 Defined as feeding the rising demographics 

Elements of customer value 

proposition specific to strategic 

response

Important cornerstones of 

strategy

Our response to 

the strategic 

opportunity

▪ A form of RM (lower to higher touch) 

supported by access to centralized or 

regionalised product specialists. 

Discretionary client driven credit 

decision (no autodecline). Special 

areas in branches (video links to 

specialists)  

▪ RM knows the customer 

household 

▪ Entrepreneur and business 

served as one

▪ Solutions oriented (e.g., 

financial fitness, basic business 

support functionalities)

▪ Relationship / 

„I know you‟

experience

▪ No dedicated RM. Choice of 

servicing from self-directed to outlet 

servicing at the right price  

▪ Centralised CRM2 and customer 

intelligence (including branch 

systems) directs the sales force

▪ Smooth delivery, in line with 

expectations, and solutions 

tailored to segment specific 

needs, based on distinctive 

customer (segment) insights

▪ (Mass) tailored /

„I know about 

you‟ experience

▪ Specific product and marketing, 

additional channel emphasising 

mobile, on-line and schools. Strong 

connections to households

▪ Centralized CRM to capture „risers‟

▪ Range of offerings dependent 

on nature of household, incl. 

tech-savvy products/services

▪ Laying foundations for 

financial fitness

▪ Youth

▪ Low cost to serve, affordable simple         

products, at point and time of need  

▪ Adapted channels, leveraging                     

alternative distribution

▪ Centralized CRM2 to indentify „risers‟

▪ Relevant and affordable 

product bundle, distributed 

close to client

▪ Help with improving my 

financial literacy

▪ Entry-level3

▪ Specific product and solution 

niches, aligned to the client centric 

experience and client insights

▪ Centralized CRM2 to cross-sell

▪ Differentiated product based 

on what I want, where and 

when I want it, with fast 

turnaround

▪ Product niches

▪ Our mission/promise to clients:

“By understanding your 

aspirations and financial goals, 

we Make Things Happen for 

you”

▪ Our overall distinctiveness will 

come from our aspirational brand, 

and how we deliver on this 

client promise. In our approach, 

we will deliver

– Positive client centred 

experiences

– Integrative banking 

experiences for  

households and natural 

groupings, and only „ask 

once‟

– Client needs by listening, 

understanding and

showing that we care

– Great value banking

– Fast efficient processes



"Households" is in the core of the new strategy

“By understanding your aspirations 
and financial goals, we 

Make Things Happen for you”

Great at listening,

understanding 

clients‟ needs & 

delivering
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"Households" includes influencers, dependants and natural groupings

SOURCE: Team

Influencer

Dependants/

extended 

family

Natural 

groupings/

other 

influencees

Relationship banking Consumer banking

Stokvels

Charities

Domestic 

employee

Household

Grandparents Rural family

Child at Varsity

Community 

groups

▪ Term savings

▪ Investments

▪ Transactional

▪ Student Loan

▪ MPESA

▪ Savings / trans.

▪ Credit Card

▪ Payroll

▪ Pension

▪ Funeral Plan

▪ MPESA 

▪ Pre-Paid 

▪ Transactional

▪ Debit card

▪ Education Policy

▪ Funeral Plan

▪ Personal Loan

▪ Savings

▪ MPESA

▪ Social Grants

▪ Pre-Paid

▪ Affinity Products

▪ Club Account

▪ Collective 

Lending

▪ MPESA

▪ Club Account

▪ Collective 

Lending

▪ MPESA

Household ▪ Transactional

▪ Credit Card

▪ Savings

▪ Home Loan

▪ Education 

plan

▪ Investment

▪ Kid's zone 

bundle

"Household" concept: Make it easy for “influencers” to address the needs 

of their extended household

20
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Annual Income
ZAR

50,000

5,000

45,000

40,000

35,000

30,000

25,000
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0

75+70-7465-6960-6455-5950-5445-4940-4435-3930-3427-2924-2621-2318-2015-170-15

We will focus our efforts to deepen our relationship with all our customers 
along key moments of truths

SOURCE: AMPS (via Eighty20); Team

Joining 

the bank

Access to 

Credit 

Financial/

Banking 

Advice

xxx Moment of truth

xxx Life event

Moments of Truth and Life events

Vulnerable

moments1

Complaints/

Claim 

Management

Moments

of service

Special

moments

1 E.g., bereavement, divorce, loss of employment

Married/living together 

and children

Retirement 

Planning

First Job

First Savings 

Account
Mortgage

Car
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1 Estimates based on workstream discussions

SOURCE: Team

Current statusMOTs

Compared to the status quo Nedbank could improve across
key moments of truth

Estimated 

Impact1/

priority1

High impact

▪ Turnaround time and client expectations 

not managed

▪ Staff knowledge is lacking

Complaints/
Claim 

Management

Medium
▪ Proper recruitment and staff training

▪ System shows all client interactions irrespective of 

channel; queries logged and managed electronically to meet 

client expectations

▪ Simplicity of contact (online, branch, phone, mobile)

▪ Empowered staff to resolve complaints quickly

Ideal future

▪ Product-centric view with "product push"

not fully taking into consideration client needs

▪ Reactive upon deposit made (e.g., reactive 

mode)

Financial/

banking

advice

High▪ Client-centric view by understanding client's' life-stages

and then proposing products (systems enabled)

▪ Include banking advice, especially in difficult times for client

▪ No proactive approach in vulnerable 

moments (e.g., divorce, bereavement)

▪ Strong focus on sales targets not leaving 

room to handle vulnerable moments

Vulnerable
moments

Medium
▪ Official guidelines helping and approaching clients in 

difficult times and deal with job-loss with a "we are with you" 

attitude in difficult times

▪ Various flaws (complex fees, ATM errors, 

card delivery, decision mandates) identified 

based on negative customer feedback
Moments of 
service

Medium
▪ Perform in moments of service through easy products and 

bundles, technology, empowered employees and good SLAs 

with 3rd party vendors

▪ Not done currently

Special
moments

High▪ Bond with client in special moments (e.g, anniversaries, 

birthdays, community events, life stages) through personal 

interaction and technology (e.g., SMS). Appreciate our clients! 

▪ Inconsistent process joining the bank with 

often several iterations/interactions needed 

to finish the process 

▪ No systematic follow-up in first year

▪ Product-driven, not needs driven

Joining 
the bank

High
▪ Easy to understand and streamlined joining process starting 

with simple products and attractive bundles

▪ Processes and empowered employees to establish the 

relationship in 1-go

▪ Single client view (one application signed per client)

▪ Inconsistent, lengthy process with little 

transparency for client (e.g., not informed 

that it was refused, or why it was refused, …)

▪ Inconsistent product led decisions

Access to 
Credit 

High▪ Transparent and structured end-to-end process with fast 

turnaround times including client coaching/education

▪ Client centric credit decision with product scorecards aligned
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7 S Ideal future Current reality

Structure ▪ Client focused units, underpinned by 

– strong product niches

– choice of channels

– strong shared functions

▪ Strong product lines vs. segments 

and functions 

▪ Duplication of resources 

▪ No integrated holistic offering

Style ▪ Client facing staff empowered by 

technology => “Ask Once” 

▪ Accountability and teamwork

▪ Client centred experience at odds 

with processes and accountability  

▪ Multiple loops

System ▪ Client centric 

▪ Simple product sales/delivery 

▪ Choice of channel  

▪ Client data pre-filled for “Ask Once”

▪ Product-driven/ poor client 

experiences

▪ Weak customer value propositions 

▪ Duplication

Shared 

values

▪ Client centricity and client 

experiences 

▪ Collaborative approach

▪ Poorly defined customer value 

propositions 

▪ Product oriented strategy and org.

Staff ▪ Team players with a common vision

▪ Committed to deepening share of 

wallet 

▪ Divisional focus 

▪ No cohesive retail vision

Skills ▪ Aligned people, systems, products, 

processes to create magic for clients 

▪ Strong customer insights

▪ Multiple and complex 

▪ Weak customer insights skills

Nedbank will align all its organisational elements to the new strategy …

SOURCE: Team



… with selected initial organisational (7S) choices …

Ideal future

▪ Risk as first line of defence, partnering with 

monolines to optimise strategic risk 

management and delivery of risk performance at 

appropriate pricing

Current reality

▪ Risk as 2nd line of defence, with limited 

strategic risk management capability
Strong proactive 

risk management 

Holistic 

distribution

Evolved product 

mandate

Stronger and more 

co-ordinated 

functional lines

▪ Strong functional lines (e.g. HR, IT, Finance, 

Risk), collaboratively developing clear 

frameworks & guidelines for frontline 

businesses, in line with strategic intent

▪ Realize efficiencies and avoiding duplication 

across frontline businesses and greater group

▪ Business-specific frameworks set with limited 

alignment to greater Retail earnings sensitivity 

and potential downside risks 

▪ Functions have weaker levels of influence and 

decision-rights relative to monolines (with 

Finance being an exception)

▪ Footprint to take into account holistic needs of 

all household segments, products, & 

wholesale, to ensure investment and operating 

cost synergies realised

▪ Distribution decisions often taken for different 

businesses in isolation

▪ Product lines remain strong engines of 

growth, while emphasizing complementary 

sales, and eliminating duplication of 

investment (e.g. IT, Finance etc)

▪ Product lines run independently with limited 

collaboration across businesses to enhance 

client experience, duplicate of spend, 

especially IT

Card acquiring 

sales force

▪ Leverage card acquiring more efficiently into 

the sales teams of SBS/BB/CB while 

maintaining product strengths 

▪ Card acquiring sales force largely independent 

of the wholesale sales force

Leverage 

wholesale

▪ Leverage Corporate & Business Banking 

client relationships to acquire new customers 

(first jobs are moments of truth)

▪ Under-tapped opportunity

2525SOURCE: Team



… reflected in the new organisational design to align its structure to the 
strategic intent

26

R

Business 
Banking:

Sandile
Shabalala

Secured 
Lending:

Keith 
Hutchinson

Strong 
functional 

areas

Card:

Sydney 
Gericke

Consumer 
Banking:

Ciko 
Thomas

Retail 
Relationship 

Banking:

Sibongiseni 
Ngundze

Personal Loans

Sarel Rudd

Retail Banking Services

Brian Duguid

Personal Banking & CVM

Anton de Wet

Great at listening,

understanding 

clients‟ needs & 

delivering

SOURCE: Team / 

DATE: November 2010



Consumer Banking, Relationship Banking, Card and Secured Lending will 
operate cohesively to deliver Retail‟s strategic intent

Consumer 

Banking 

Ciko Thomas

Personal Loans

Sarel Rudd

Client Value Management and 

Personal Banking

Anton de Wet

Retail Banking Services 

Brian Duguid

Relationship Banking 

Sibongiseni Ngundze

Card

Sydney Gericke

Secured Lending

Keith Hutchinson

▪ Strong team with complementary skills

▪ Mandate to significantly grow middle market, 

entry-level banking and youth

▪ Brief to create choice of client centric banking 

experiences through effective synthesis of 

product, channel and client insights

▪ Includes Retail-wide marketing and business 

intelligence

▪ ~12,000 people strong

▪ Ciko to continue on Nedbank Group Executive 

Committee

▪ Mandate to build relationship based capability 

leveraging Business Banking's capabilities

▪ Serving the entrepreneur & their business on 

an integrated client-centric basis

▪ Brief to ensure that the card acquiring relationship 

and sales activity works closer with the 

wholesale businesses 

▪ Focus on optimising product innovation and 

offerings for the retail market

▪ Endowed with a wealth of relevant banking 

experience to meet significant challenge

▪ Streamlined focus to address diverse range of 

issues (risk, direct sales, process)

Client

SOURCE: Nedbank 2727



Delivery of strategy integrated yet balanced across 5 key areas with very 
distinctive & differing challenges / opportunities – leadership focus 
streamlined & optimised

1 Total advances for BB

SOURCE: Nedbank side-by-side; team

Card

Sydney Gericke

Relationship Banking

Sibongiseni Ngundze

Consumer Banking

Ciko Thomas

2,3052,198

130,856132,266

n/an/a

Clients

advances

Rm

Headcount

#

Deposits 

Rm

1,2091,191

6,7316,957

825902

990 1,023

24,26524,851

26,68927,510

Secured Lending

Keith Hutchinson

Headcount

#

11,80411,895

9,11510,758

57,46258,629

3522 184191 123125

Finance & Strategy

David Crewe-Brown

Retail Risk

Gavin Payne

H1 2010 FY 2009 H1 2010 FY 2009 H1 2010 FY 2009

HE 

Rm

ROE 

%

Clients 

#

Client facing

bankers 

# (Retail

all current #) 

-655
-213

390205 34

-68

353217

-7
-5

1919 2

-10

1314

453,362454,574 563,728571,003 401,711409,9074,816,1865,062,154

611 n/a 214 n/a 633 n/an/a

8,583

Business Banking

Sandile Shabalala

2,2012,192

50,11552,039

75,02173,034

437
1,055

3129

22,65721,678

769778

2828

H1 2010 FY 2009 H1 2010 FY 2009

Retail HR

Millicent Lechaba
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Discussion topics

29

▪ Where have we come from

▪ Trends in retail banking

▪ Charting a new path to sustainable, 
profitable  growth

▪ Strategic intent

▪ Target organisation

▪ Strategic initiatives

▪ Implementation roadmap

▪ Implementation progress

▪ Key focus areas for 2011

▪ Summary
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▪ Choice of distinctive client centred banking experiences 

offered to all and embracing full household2

▪ Sound risk management 

▪ Efficient cost structure

Strengthen 

the Heart

Rise Support

/ Enable

Collaborate

1 Build deep enduring 
banking relationships 
embracing the full 
household2

2 Capture SBS and 
individual synergies / 
entrepreneur 
opportunity

3 Feed the heart from the 
rising demographics

4 Reposition Home 

Loans

10 Upgrade risk 

capabilities and 

practices

7 Align roles and 

accountabilities/ 

decision rights to 

strategic intent

11 Align channels and 

distribution to 

strategic intent
5 Align products to 

strategic intent; win in 

the mobile space

6 Leverage wholesale 

client, group 

efficiencies and brand

12 Empower people 

within frameworks

9 Simplification/

sharing of IT 

platforms/process

8 Capture cost 

efficiencies

1 This guides the direction and content of the balance of divisional activities and performance scorecard deliverables

2 Including influencers, dependants and natural groupings

SOURCE: Team 30

Nedbank Retail‟s strategic journey consists of 12 step 
change initiatives



A detailed voice of the customer analysis reveals clients' needs
in "deep banking"

SOURCE: Team

Based on this, we will 

always…

▪ Have empathy, listen and 

understand customers

▪ Build the relationship

▪ Create innovative offers 

that address client needs

▪ Just Keep it simple..!

▪ Meet and greet with a 

smile/deliver on 

promises

▪ Be accessible where 

our customer wants us

▪ Provide great value 

banking

…and we won‟t…

▪ Be arrogant or 

dismissive

▪ Ask for the same 

information twice

▪ Have long, complicated 

Ts&Cs

▪ Be rude to our 

customers; drop the ball. 

Don‟t care attitude…

▪ Be Uncompetitive…

Too cheap or too 

expensive…

Customer profiles/

Work and revenues

(ZAR/year)

Voice of the customer/

I need a bank that…A day in the life of…

Adult segment

Salaried person

100-550k

▪ Is accessible close by

▪ Give me access to credit if needed

▪ Will partner with me through my 

lifestage

▪ I am busy and don‟t have much 

spare time

▪ Family is important to me

▪ I believe in technology

Senior segment

Retired individual

100-550k

▪ Give me advise/help on my 

retirement plan

▪ Make things easy for me to 

understand

▪ I am making the most of my life but 

conserve for future

▪ My standards of living must not go 

down

Emerging segment

Public teacher

60-100k

▪ Provide me education around

investing and credit (e.g. building 

history)

▪ Help me to use the best channels to 

minimize costs

▪ I have my own transport

▪ I am concerned about the future of 

my family and their quality of life 

▪ Highly active on cell phone

Affluent segment

>550-1000k

▪ Offers me wealth management-like 

products, including a personal 

relationship to my trusted advisor

▪ Tailors its offerings to my needs

▪ We are busy advancing our 

careers; we are doing well

▪ Our standards of living are 

increasing

Traditional segment

A general labourer in the 

Metal Industry

30-60k

▪ Allows me to transact affordably & 

simply

▪ Will provide me access to banking 

services where I need it

▪ I start my day early and finish late 

because I need time to travel to 

work & back

▪ I have a family that lives in rural 

areas, so it important to send money 

back home for them to live

Youth segment

Children at varsity, 

students, technikons

n/a 

▪ Allows me to transact affordably & 

simply – following trends

▪ Accessible physically + 

electronically

▪ Provides me with relevant 

information and education

▪ I am busy with education and 

extracurricular activities and my 

weekends

▪ I am trend conscious, tech savvy 

(e.g., mobile)

▪ I value simple affordable choices

trying  to make money go further

1
2

3

3131

http://newsimg.bbc.co.uk/media/images/40011000/jpg/_40011937_teacher.jpg
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1 Best-in class examples adjusted based on expert input and team estimates (discount of 25% for mass and 50% for youth) compared to affluent ratio

2 Wells Fargo excluding Wachovia acquisition

SOURCE: Team; Wells-Fargo Annual Report 2009

Cross-selling ratio can be increased

Nedbank will increase its cross-sell ratio significantly across

all segments…

…moving closer to 

best in class examples

0.5

1.4

1.0

0.5

1.5
2.0

4.5

2.6 1.2

1.8

2.4

4.0

Target

2.0

CurrentTarget

3.0

CurrentTarget

4.0

CurrentTarget

5.0

Current

Affluent

Cross-sell ratio, current (2010) and upside potential1 (2020)

Upper mass and 

middle

YouthSBS

Best practice ratio

6.0

5.1
4.8

Wells-

Fargo2

(2009)

Emerging 

market 

bank 2 

(2009)

Emerging 

market 

bank 1 

(2009)

Upside 

potential1

PRELIMINARY

1
2

3



SOURCE: Wayne Lesch, information supplied by BIS III

Personal loan

Current 

account

Savings 

account

Investment 

product

Credit Card

Vehicle 

Financing

Home loan

New clients with single product, 2010 Number of customers who 

then took a 2nd product

Most 

common 2nd

product

% of customers 

taking this as 2nd

product

Personal 

loan

Current 

account

Banc 

assurance

Current 

account

Investment 

product

Current 

account

Current 

account

Cross-selling ratio can be increased with the right cross-sell bundles

High-volume bundle

33

35%

54%

62%

61%

45%

44%

70%

UPPER MASS AND MIDDLE SEGMENT

1
2

3
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There is significant cross-sell opportunity in consumer 
card issuing

34SOURCE: Team

Where we stand and what we plan

▪ Consumer Card Issuing remains 

important source for acquiring 

new customers for Nedbank Retail

▪ Current levels of cross-sell ratios 

show opportunity to significantly 

deepen our relationship with 

customers

– Secured and unsecured lending: 

~15%

– Liabilities: ~20%

– Transactional: ~30% (CA); ~35% 

(SA)

▪ Clearly defined and distinctive CVPs,

lifestyle triggers and attractive 

bundles will facilitate this objective

Acquisition over the last 12 months

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

New to Nedbank

New to Card

% New to nedbank

1
3

5
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A step change of our small business value proposition should 
trigger a virtuous cycle with our individual client base

SOURCE: Team Analysis 35

Ideal Future Current Reality

Holistic offer –

business, owner, 

employees

Extend  SBS 

represented

branches  and 

extend to virtual 

channels

▪ Integrated individual and small 

business offer

– Improves risk management

– Lowers costs

– No client migration

▪ Offer same-day value and 

bundled services to capture 

small business employees 

(capture up to 60,000 employees)

▪ Separate affluent and small 

business offers

– Non-holistic risk management

– Duplication of servicing

– Poor client migration to areas 

which can proactively service 

increasing client complexity

▪ No proposition to bank the 

business, the owner and the 

employees

▪ Extend SBS Bankers coverage

to 70% of branches

▪ Enhance self-service banking 

with access to virtual teams

▪ Align SBS org design to support 

CVP

▪ SBS Bankers currently in 40% of 

branches

Strategic thrust

Tailor CVPs,

covering all 

business 

life-stages

▪ CVPs with distinctiveness 

around understanding 

business, and business 

support

▪ Leverage Nedbank buying 

power

▪ Limited customer-focus in CVPs 

and inadequate leveraging of 

business banking‟s capabilities

▪ No systematic use of Nedbank 

buying power for small business 

clients

Overall objective

▪ To capture 25% of 

the small business 

economic profit 

pool by 2020

SMALL BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEUR

1
2

3
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Home Loans will be used judiciously as part of Nedbank‟s holistic strategy 
to gain many deep client banking relationships in an EP positive
way ...

SOURCE: Team analysis

From past situations and actions To ideal future

Incorporate HL as part 

of holistic financial 

services relationship

▪ Focus on HL‟s only with limited cross sell (~20% primary 

banked) but better for bancassurance

▪ Limited contribution to CVP for key client segments

▪ Incorporate HL into high impact CVP‟s of 6 key client 

segments with value added services / mkting 

▪ High quality simple channel choices

▪ Develop mechanisms to convert single product clients to 

primary clients, although best practice shows this is 

challenging

Enhance credit  and 

risk management 

capabilities

▪ Mistiming of property cycle

▪ Mispricing of loans

▪ Limited view of EP impact

▪ Limited pro-active risk management practices

▪ Optimal credit granting policies (LTV, pricing for value, 

geography, etc.) and portfolio, risk-based covenants

▪ Pro-active risk management and CVM

▪ Continued strong collections  but opportunity to enhance 

as current account/HL risks are linked

Introduce compelling 

new features to restore 

Nedbank as primary 

buyer interface

▪ Undifferentiated versus competitors, competing on same 

dimensions of price/turnaround/mkt share

▪ Originators seen as price champion for the buyer

▪ Branches have worse processes than third parties

▪ Focus on product attributes only with insufficient risk 

differentiation  e.g. price, term, LTV, risk, geography

▪ Differentiated products to encourage banking relationship

▪ Rewards for loyalty / risk performance

▪ Advocate of buyer; simplify sales & admin process, 

better than any third party process 

▪ Valuation support to determine optimal purchase price; 

giving area property market insight

Optimise mortgage 

origination value chain

▪ ~60% volume externally originated (now at 40%)

▪ High cost (~2.3% of loan)

▪ Limited client relationship

▪ High credit and fraud risk

▪ Create transparency and education for the buyer on 

drivers of costs (including MO‟s) and related pricing (e.g. 

based on LTV), while providing choice of service at 

sustainable pricing

▪ HL‟s remains processing hub for all of Nedbank

High level strategic objective – Managing for Value

▪ Restore Nedbank Retail as primary client interface and advocate for the buyer as Nedbank carries a risk cost if default occurs

▪ Restore Economic Profit per customer thanks to differentiated pricing and a holistic relationship

▪ Redefining input costs and process to optimise client banking experience

4
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Economic 

capital 

assumption

Illustrative Performing portfolio in 2015 – Economic Profit in Rm

Volume Growth

(20% of new grants)

Selective Growth

(15% of new grants)

Containing Risk

(10% of new grants)

Portfolio covenants governing overall granting presently being defined

Probability of Default    6.3%

Loss Given Default     15.5%

4.4%

13.0% 

4.2%

10.0% 

Preferred option

... with selective origination across key client segments being the 
preferred strategic option, which also aligns with Group Risk Appetite

ILLUSTRATIVE

4

3.4%6.0%3.4%6.0%3.4%

SOURCE: Team
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Retail is leveraging opportunities in mobile and other innovative 
technologies

38SOURCE: Team

Ambition Where we stand and what we plan

▪ New business established in Retail 

from September 2010 to focus on 

using mobile and other technologies to 

aggressively grow client base, and 

new NIR

▪ Innovate and execute on new 

opportunities with

– New technologies in new market 

segments and a whole new way of 

doing business

– Grow NIR on mainstream virtual 

banking details

▪ First innovation:  M-PESA

▪ First innovation launched:  M-PESA

▪ 3 year plan currently being finalised, but initial view 

is that focus will be to:

– Create the technical capability to be the leading 

provider of mobile and digital solutions in the 

financial services market

– Build the capability to become the network for 

consumers‟ financial life through application on 

new technologies

– Extend digital services to low end of the market, 

i.e., overcome device limitations of emerging 

digital solutions

– Be the leader in the incorporation of mobile 

technology to optimise business value chain for 

corporate and business banking clients

▪ Innovation bias on traditional digital channels (e.g., 

Nedbank, Nedbank Mobile Banking) to services that 

generate new NIR rather than just on closing the 

functional gap to competitors, i.e., leap frog not just 

catching up)
Full mobile and innovation 

roadmap developed, 

5
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Retail has a clear plan to become the leader in mobile and digital 
channels

39SOURCE: Team 

5

Be the leading provider of mobile and digital financial service offerings in the markets serviced by Nedbank

By December 2015 we aim to

To achieve this in 2011 we aim to

Meet pressing client 

needs in a digital manner

Build technical, payment, 

legal, risk, process and 

marketing skills to win in 

mobile.

Close digital channel gaps Build packaged mobile 

solution sets for business 

banking and Corporate 

clients that reuse existing 

Nedbank competencies

Participate in technologies 

predicted to reach 

mainstream in the next 2 –

5 years

Introduce differentiated,  

new NIR generating 

services on digital and 

mobile channels
Illustrative examples

Create a youth offering on 

mobile

Full bank channel 

integration into M-PESA

Full range of prepaid 

services on digital 

channels   

Next generation personal 

money management 

solution

Mobile security solutions 

for business clients

Build niche communities 

on mobile

Building a digitally 

enabled client base

Building core mobile 

capabilities

Adopting revenue 

enhancing next genera-

tion financial service 

applications on mobile 

and digital technologies

Providing mobile services 

to business banking and 

corporate clients to 

optimise and transform 

their value chain

By

Testing and learning in 

emerging mobile and 

digital applications

Value added services on 

POS acquiring (e.g., M-

PESA)



• Align the Acquiring Sales 

force with BB & SBS

• 35% of the Card Acquiring 

client base does not bank 

with Nedbank

• 33,5% of BB and 22,9% 

SBS clients bases have an 

acquiring relationship

40

Significant opportunity exists for the cross sell of Card Acquiring and 
Transactional Products

40SOURCE: Team 

5

Card Acquiring 

Base

35%

SBS

Corporate 

Banking

Business

Banking

8,6% 22,9%

33,5%

Key focus for 

cross-sell to 

primary banking 

status, including 

cash

Primary focus 

area for cross-

sell of card 

acquiring
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Nedbank Retail's distribution has been growing in key channels

41
SOURCE: Team

11

1 Including classic and lites

Personal loans 

branches

ATMs Owned

Branches1

Nedbank in retailers

(Pick ‟n Pay, Boxer)

452438
+14

4330 +13

1,9871,729
+258

144
75 +69

Number of outlets

ATMs Outsourced

303
152

Dec 20102009

+151

320250
+70Personal loans kiosks

Customers will find it 

increasingly convenient, 

easy and affordable to bank 

at their channel and time of 

choice. 

Currently: 

▪ 35% of personal 

loans branches offer 

transactional banking

today

▪ 37% of personal loans 

branches have ATMs

▪ Extended hours in 

alternate outlets
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Nedbank will optimize its physical distribution in urban, semi-urban and 
rural areas to align with client needs and demographics strongly 
complementing virtual channels and wholesale needs

42SOURCE: Team

Nedbank will increase its distribution yet still have a 

significant gap to competition

Branches

#, 2010

ATMs

#, 2010

Distribution network expansion will be in line with overall 

strategy, e.g. supporting MPESA

Branch

(standard and 

lite)

Additional 

outlets, 

‟10-‟13

Geographic mix 

of outlets, 

%

Other staffed 

outlets (e.g., 

kiosks)

ATMs

2010

20

25

Nedbank 2013 (incremental)

Nedbank 2010

594

498

452

46

714

362

2,160

1,050

8,662

1,053

5,478

3,210

59 45

21 20

499

35

453

20

UrbanRural Semi-urban

60 50

2527

389

25

181

13

65
30

40

3,2102,051

30

19
16

+46

+231

+1,050

2013

Large share of non urban, in line 

with MPESA strategy

11
PRELIMINARY

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.tzaneencountryclub.co.za/images/800px-FNB_logo.svg.png&imgrefurl=http://www.tzaneencountryclub.co.za/koraalboom.html&usg=__Z0huWHCwEJp9uXOoLgQ4qy6H6Zs=&h=339&w=800&sz=56&hl=en&start=3&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=DrrzUhzqSOCo4M:&tbnh=61&tbnw=143&prev=/images?q=fnb&um=1&hl=en&rlz=1I7ADFA_en&tbs=isch:1


4343
SOURCE: Team

Nedbank‟s offering is accessible and attractive to our target market, 
as evidenced by branch useage11

3

434343
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Discussion topics

44

▪ Where have we come from

▪ Trends in retail banking

▪ Charting a new path to sustainable, 
profitable  growth

▪ Strategic intent

▪ Target organisation

▪ Strategic initiatives

▪ Implementation roadmap

▪ Implementation progress

▪ Key focus areas for 2011

▪ Summary
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Nedbank Retail employs a phased approach - fix the basics for a 
good client experience and commence with high-impact initiatives

45
SOURCE: Team

Corresponding step 

change initiative
x

Sustainable 

earnings 

growth

▪ Strong growth in youth (e.g., 
segment offering, school 
presence) and entry-level (e.g., 
mobile space, personal loans) 
CVPs

3▪ Reposition home loans (e.g., establish 
buyer advocacy, improve collections, test 
specialist sales force, EP the measure of 
success)

▪ Implement cost-efficiencies (e.g., reduce 
duplications, improve procurement)

▪ Refine SBS value proposition, leveraging 
Business Banking systems & processes

4

8

2

▪ Implement refined client value
proposition (e.g., youth, seniors, 
middle income customers)

1

6
3

▪ Risk as first line of defence 
strongly entrenched – impactful, 
proactive risk management; 
functional alignment

10

Lay strong 

foundation

▪ Reinforce/fix the Retail-wide basic 
processes (e.g., account opening, 
complaints management) aided by Lean, 
Siyakha and increased sales-force 
effectiveness

▪ Implement interim IT solutions (e.g., 
middle-ware), and start long-term 
solutions (e.g., single data repository)

▪ Ensure robust risk practices/ implement 
overall risk portfolio and credit granting 
covenants

▪ Align products to strategic intent (e.g., 
mobile, simple product shelf, bundles)

11

9

10

5

▪ Cohesion in Retail organisation & client 
centred integrated culture (e.g., strong 
segments, client data analytics drives 
cross-sell, simple client driven processes)

▪ Train (front-line) for client centric selling 
and service (e.g., listening skills, 
implementing skills, increase cross-
selling skills); Siyakha a strong enabler

▪ Align distribution network (e.g., CSC 
network with entry level needs, increase 
RM presence in branch network)

7

12

11

▪ Step change in enabling 
technology

9

1 Guided by HBS Professor John Kotter‟s leading change principles 

Basics of good client 
banking experience

‘

Drive internal cohesion & 
quality client growth

Positive EP generator

Enhanced, consistent client 
banking experiences

▪ Align Retail leaders, teams & culture

▪ Communicate vision widely
Lead the 

change1

▪ Empowering broad-based action

▪ Celebrate short term wins

▪ Consolidate gains and produce 

more change

▪ Embed as cultural norm

Effective customer analytics to 

build deep, enduring relationships



Detailed action plans are in place for each initiative with clear owners
and concrete next steps have been agreed upon

SOURCE: Team

Strengthen the Heart

Build deep enduring 

banking relationships 

embracing the full 

household

(Anton de Wet)

1

Capture SBS, entrepreneur  

opportunity and individual 

synergies

(Sibo Ngundze)

2

2011 2012 2013

 Deepen the share of wallet of existing clients, via sales process/system

at PoS improvements

 Enable friendly and efficient service via instant client satisfaction 

feedback loops (e.g. simple 5-question customer satisfaction survey; 

morning meetings, visual benchmarking)

 Roll out CRM world w/ single client view2 (phased implementation)

 Implement quick-fix CRM workarounds (e.g., Yellow Dog1 example)

 Architect team structure for "I know you" clients

– Operational call centres

– Branch-level representation

– Specialist hubs

 Develop and roll-out segment-specific CVPs with the organisation

aligned to deliver on the customer promise (e.g. Savvy)

 Leverage Siyakha to deliver deep needs analysis and “tick box” cross-sell

enabling the client to only “Ask once” until real bundling achieved

 Enhance CVP‟s (especially professionals) including value networks

 Accelerate collaboration between BB/SBS

 Analyze existing customer data to place clients in right part 

of Nedbank and ensure right service level, cross-sell

to improve retention, cross-sell and acquisition 

 Align 7S org design behind redefined SBS CVP

 Inc dedicated SBS-skilled sales force from 30% to 60% of branches

 Fix pricing/risk model and procedures (e.g., CLMs, regional 

accountability for credit approval)

Activity                                                        

 Initiate Project Emerald with BB (more complex high value cust.)

Strengthen the Heart

Build deep enduring 

banking relationships 

embracing the full 

household

(Anton de Wet)

1

Capture SBS, entrepreneur  

opportunity and individual 

synergies

(Sibo Ngundze)

2

2011 2012 2013

 Deepen the share of wallet of existing clients, via sales process/system

at PoS improvements

 Enable friendly and efficient service via instant client satisfaction 

feedback loops (e.g. simple 5-question customer satisfaction survey; 

morning meetings, visual benchmarking)

 Roll out CRM world w/ single client view2 (phased implementation)

 Implement quick-fix CRM workarounds (e.g., Yellow Dog1 example)

 Architect team structure for "I know you" clients

– Operational call centres

– Branch-level representation

– Specialist hubs

 Develop and roll-out segment-specific CVPs with the organisation

aligned to deliver on the customer promise (e.g. Savvy)

 Leverage Siyakha to deliver deep needs analysis and “tick box” cross-sell

enabling the client to only “Ask once” until real bundling achieved

 Enhance CVP‟s (especially professionals) including value networks

 Accelerate collaboration between BB/SBS

 Analyze existing customer data to place clients in right part 

of Nedbank and ensure right service level, cross-sell

to improve retention, cross-sell and acquisition 

 Align 7S org design behind redefined SBS CVP

 Inc dedicated SBS-skilled sales force from 30% to 60% of branches

 Fix pricing/risk model and procedures (e.g., CLMs, regional 

accountability for credit approval)

Activity                                                        

 Initiate Project Emerald with BB (more complex high value cust.)

Strengthen the Heart

Build deep enduring 

banking relationships 

embracing the full 

household

(Anton de Wet)

1

Capture SBS, entrepreneur  

opportunity and individual 

synergies

(Sibo Ngundze)

2

2011 2012 2013

 Deepen the share of wallet of existing clients, via sales process/system

at PoS improvements

 Enable friendly and efficient service via instant client satisfaction 

feedback loops (e.g. simple 5-question customer satisfaction survey; 

morning meetings, visual benchmarking)

 Roll out CRM world w/ single client view2 (phased implementation)

 Implement quick-fix CRM workarounds (e.g., Yellow Dog1 example)

 Architect team structure for "I know you" clients

– Operational call centres

– Branch-level representation

– Specialist hubs

 Develop and roll-out segment-specific CVPs with the organisation

aligned to deliver on the customer promise (e.g. Savvy)

 Leverage Siyakha to deliver deep needs analysis and “tick box” cross-sell

enabling the client to only “Ask once” until real bundling achieved

 Enhance CVP‟s (especially professionals) including value networks

 Accelerate collaboration between BB/SBS

 Analyze existing customer data to place clients in right part 

of Nedbank and ensure right service level, cross-sell

to improve retention, cross-sell and acquisition 

 Align 7S org design behind redefined SBS CVP

 Inc dedicated SBS-skilled sales force from 30% to 60% of branches

 Fix pricing/risk model and procedures (e.g., CLMs, regional 

accountability for credit approval)

Activity                                                        

 Initiate Project Emerald with BB (more complex high value cust.)

▪ Broader stakeholder 

communication

▪ Retail Strategy 

Management Office 

(R-SMO) facilitating 

and tracking Strategy 

implementation

▪ Monthly checkpoint 

via OpCom process

▪ Cascading of key 

initiatives into 

internal performance 

scorecards

Detailed action plan for each 12 initiatives
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SIMPLIFIED & ILLUSTRATIVE
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SOURCE: Team; CFOs

We will rebalance Nedbank Retail‟s earnings to  transactional banking 
and sustainable EP, underpinned by strong risk management

Transactional

Liabilities

Assets

EP growth

FutureBase line

Total

ILLUSTRATIVE
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1 CLR = Credit Loss Ratio

2 Including Private banking, SBS and personal banking

PRELIMINARY

Retail impairments CLR1 will trend higher due to the change
in the asset mix

The client centered strategy will influence 

the asset mix; assets will be used as lever to 

attract primary, transactional and deposit 

clients

Based on projected asset mix, the H1 CLR 

would be 3.28% and not 2.93%

Comparison of 2010 and future retail assets mix June 2010 CLR (per 

monoline), %
Resulting consolidated mid-point CLR 

ratio for total Retail, %

4 4

24

29

51

15Other2

Credit Card

Personal Loans

VAF

Homeloans

Future

100%

15

10

42

2010H1

100%

6

3.28

2.93

2010H1 Future

+0.35

2.04%

2.92%

8.98%

5.44%

3.07%
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Careful implementation will be key

 Implementation will be crucial to delivering the strategy and will have many challenges 

(significant change management, a combination of reengineering and re-alignment, 

culture and values, systems). As a consequence 

– The implementation team needs to be world-class 

– The implementation plan should be carefully crafted in order to …

▫ Minimise implementation risk

▫ Be mindful of resource and timing constraints (e.g., systems)

▫ Maximise EP pool dynamics/portfolio tilt, and

▫ Ensure fast and sustainable impact

 Implementation of strategic choices needs to be carefully sequenced, taking into account

dependencies, to ensure future Retail earnings momentum can be sustained

SOURCE: Team
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Discussion topics
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▪ Where have we come from

▪ Trends in retail banking

▪ Charting a new path to sustainable, 
profitable  growth

▪ Implementation progress

▪ Key focus areas for 2011

▪ Summary
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Nedbank M-PESA: step-change in innovation and win in mobile

SOURCE: Team

1 Includes presence from Nedbank, PEP, Chatz, 4U stores, Vodashops

 Focus of launch on brand 

awareness and establishment 

of distribution footprint

 435 Nedbank branches 

activated in 40 days

 2 700 outlets active by end of 

2010 – including Nedbank, PEP, 

Chatz, 4U stores and 

Vodashops

 Additional outlet activations in 

2011 – including more Nedbank 

branches and Pick „n Pay stores

 ~50 000 client registrations 

reached before the Christmas 

break providing a sound 

platform for growth

5
3



Retail Relationship Banking - a customer's perspective

55

2

Dear Pule and Terry

In August this year I was ready to call it quits with Nedbank. After nearly 20 years of banking with you – my patience had finally run out and after years of 

appallingly bad service from a plethora of so-called Private Bankers I had approached RMB (where my wife has her accounts) and actually gotten to the 

stage of completing forms to shift over my account.

I‟m a full time and largely booked-out conference speaker travelling the world, yet probably a small client for you (I turn over around R2m per annum) but I 

still felt my service levels should have been a great deal better than the very below average service your bank was offering.

I was then booked to speak at a Nedbank Retail strategy event in August, and after accepting the booking and speaking at the event, I had a quiet word 

regarding my dissatisfaction. Ingrid was horrified and asked for „one more chance‟ to put my affairs right. I was sceptical but agreed. And then you sent 

me Sharon Naidoo.

WOW! We tore up the RMB forms.

What an asset to your bank. What a performer. What an absolute bloody star. Sharon had more than gone the extra mile with my financial affairs. My 

wife is so impressed we are talking to Sharon about bringing her accounts over to Nedbank in January. My life has changed dramatically – so I simply had 

to put this mail together for you. Sharon has sorted out my issues, delivered new vehicle finance to me (twice) in record time and is currently busy 

preparing a new mortgage application plan for me for 2011. I‟m actually blown away by her delivery. She‟s available constantly on the phone. Meets me 

in coffee shops between speaking engagements and she once even arranged for me to sign some documents you needed in Vereeniging, as I happened 

to be working down at the Vaal on a conference that particular day.

She‟s a joy to work with. Super efficient in the extreme – and a true Nedbank superstar. NEVER take her away from me – please!

Regards,

Michael Jackson

www.theothermichaeljackson.com

SOURCE: Client, used with his permission 
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Nedbank has added new Internet functionality

56SOURCE: Team 

9

More secure internet banking by implementing 

Trusteer Enhanced Security

Online opening and management of Nedbank 

investment accounts

Instant Payments functionality allowing 

immediate processing of payments

Future dating of Prepaid airtime purchases

Statement search enables searching by date

Card account information can be viewed for 

multiple time periods (and not only for previous 

30 days)



Nedbank Easy Access: enhanced client experience

57

Extended hours and 
testing branches
open for trading 

on Sundays

11
6

5
1
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Nedbank Personal Loans: efficient, client-centered processes

58SOURCE: Team 



The history of client frustrations from disparate product-driven 
front end systems....

6060SOURCE: Team

12
9



.... to an integrated client driven platform for enhanced client 
and staff banking experience (full roll out Q4 2011)

SOURCE: Team 61

12
9



| 626262

1  101% LTV due to capitalization of initiation fee

SOURCE: Home Loans team

New Purchase Loans by LTV band

Rb

2010

6,2

9,4

0

09

7,5

9,1

0,2

08

8,6

20,1

4,3

07

11,0

26,0

7,1

06

12,9

24,0

5,1

2005

13,9

17,6

2,3

80-101% LTV

< 80% LTV

> 101% LTV1

Exposure to high LTV business virtually stopped with > 95% lending 
reduced to less than 10% from early 2009

4
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▪ Where have we come from

▪ Trends in retail banking

▪ Charting a new path to sustainable, 
profitable  growth

▪ Implementation progress

▪ Key focus areas for 2011

▪ Summary
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Nedbank Retail and Business Banking key focus areas for 2011

Align product, channel and client insight to deliver great client banking experiences 

(span of control, front-line effectiveness, access, cost efficiencies, market positioning)

Fix the economics of Secured Lending (by improving the risk profile and pricing practices 

and leveraging MFC)   

Inculcate a deep risk culture in Retail; leverage and sustain quality Business Banking

risk capability

Build an effective relationship banking offering to capture Economic Profits in Small 

Business Services & Affluent using the Retail and Business Banking capabilities

Complete the cultural transformation of Business Banking while focusing on growing 

smaller businesses and leveraging specialist capabilities to enhance SBS‟ offering

Harness Card acquiring  strengths to attract primary Transactional Banking and optimise

sales and relationship strength of wholesale

Step change in innovation (including mobile and other virtual channels) and optimise

the technology portfolio and distribution to enhance the client experience and significantly 

improve operating efficiencies
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In summary: 1/2

▪ Two strategic imperatives stem from the evolution of the South African banking market and 

Retail‟s internal challenges and strengths: an increased focus on building many deep 

enduring client banking relationships and investing in attractive growing segments

(youth, entry-level and small business)

▪ The economic profit pools (on an Expected Loss basis) remain attractive and are expected 

to grow in the next three years. 

▪ To meet these strategic imperatives and capture opportunities, Nedbank Retail‟s strategy will 

be based on two strategic thrusts at the heart of its offering, supplemented with three engines 

of growth, and supported by aligned enablers

– The heart: Primary banked clients with deep share of wallet (individuals or small business)

– The growth engines: Product niches, youth and entry level banking

– The aligned enablers: Sound risk management and integrated organisational approach 

including people, processes, channels and technology

▪ In Home Loans, the backbook challenges and highly indebted clients, will result in ongoing 

pressure from impairments, calling for added impetus to collection initiatives and pro-active 

risk management practices



68SOURCE: Team 68

In summary: 2/2

▪ To deliver this strategy, Nedbank Retail has designed a plan consisting of 12 step change 

initiatives, over and above business as usual, synthesised into four key themes

– Strengthen the heart: Growing number & depth of “households” & small businesses 

(servicing owner & business as one)

– Rise: Attract, retain and grow clients with deep client insights & aligned product offerings 

which feed the heart of higher value economically profitable client relationships; leverage 

mobile and online opportunities

– Collaborate: Unblock synergies and efficiencies which lowers the cost to serve and 

enhances the client and staff experience

– Support / enable: Effective risk management, channel optimisation and empowered 

people with clear accountabilities 

▪ These initiatives are designed to place Nedbank Retail on a new path towards sustainable, 

profitable growth for shareholders, optimising the effective allocation of scarce resources like 

capital and liquidity.



Questions & answers
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